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INTRODUCTION

tendrils is a responsive kinetic wearable art-work in the form of an interactive garment that responds to shared active touch, both locally on the garment and collectively through remote networked wearable armbands that are a part of the tendrils network.

The design focus is the exploration of physical sensory experience mobilized through the embodied participation of active touch (Gibson, 1962). tendrils explores the poetic and somatic design constructs of somaesthetics (Shusterman, 2008) through material explorations using soft-circuits and networked mobile computing. tendrils highlights design for the sensory experience of the self (Alexander, 1932) incorporating the themes of experience, poetics, materiality, and semantics of interaction as design strategies in our concept of somaesthetics of design (Schiphorst, 2009).

Figure 1. tendrils uses active touch through hand-sewn sensors
DESIGN CONCEPT

Figure 2: kinetic interaction responds to collective touch

tendrils is constructed from vibrant raw silks, soft-circuits, hand crafted tactile stroke-sensors, LEDs and motors that responds to collective touch, locally on the garment surface, and through a remote mobile phone Touch App served through a networked link. The tendrils garment is constructed from iterative explorations of soft circuits using conductive fabric, yarn and thread that incorporate the Arduino lilypad (Buechley et al, 2008). A conceptual focus is exploring the integration of somaesthetics in our design process (Shusterman, 2008; Schiphorst, 2009). Somaesthetics is a concept coined by Richard Shusterman, a pragmatist philosopher interested in the critical study of bodily experience as a focus of sensory-aesthetic appreciation and agency. Bodily experience can be considered as a technical skill, and tendrils explores how tactile interaction can elicit sensory capabilities in order to increase technical facets of attention that support sensory-aesthetic experience and communication.
tendrils is a metaphor for the connective tissue, invisible particles, filaments and networks that combine to create our collective selves, the interstitial signals that flow within our bodies, enacting Merleau-Ponty’s notion of the “flesh of the world” (Merleau-Ponty, 1964).

Like a tidal-pool tendrils reflects movement and visual patterns as an eco-system of tiny sensory-motor responses, in which we touch ‘something of the self’ within an elemental architecture. The tendrils garment is reminiscent of an active and intelligent skin that poetically responds by shivering, quivering, sighing, and ‘alighting’.

These skin-like responses are actuated materially by a series of small, interconnected motors and lights that reflect the inner energy and nervous system of the garment. Based on biological cellular structures that alter their structural form as a response to touch, tendrils’ subtle movements reflect its ecological connection to our larger movements as a whole.

Figure 3. tendrils stroke-sensor is hand-sewn using conductive silk organza and a row of resistors to enable positional tactile data to be sensed directly on the garment and actuated through the petals and motors.
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Figure 4: soft-circuit armband design incorporating conductive yarn, LEDs, vibration and arduino lilypad and xbee
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